Your favorite hands-on
math activity materials
now with digital versions!
All Math Cut Ups content activities available in Print now also include a digital version.
Digital Versions are created using Google applications.
Most are in Slides, with some in Docs, Forms, or Sheets.
You can see all the activities available for your grade level using the grade level flyer.
Click here to see it.
All pre-printed packages available in the online store and all printable pdf versions of
activities available on Teachers Pay Teachers are updated to include digital versions.
To get the digital version, purchase your Math Cut Ups activity in either format.
Interested in print+digital bundles for a grade level/course? I offer discounts - email me.
Interested in only digital without print? I am currently offering digital only purchases to
districts or campuses with licensing purchased for all teachers. Have your administrator
email me about options.
Don’t use Google in your district? I can offer the Office files available for most activities that
can be used on laptops for district digital purchasing.
(Powerpoint, Excel, and Doc)

Shop online for materials already printed and packaged for a whole class:
Online Store
Shop on TpT for printable materials:
TpT Store
Email: integralmathematics@gmail.com

Follow Math Cut Ups:
Facebook: www.facebook.com/MathCutUps
Instagram: www.instagram.com/mathcutups/
Twitter: www.twitter.com/Mathcutups
Email list sign up: Sign Up Here

Keep reading to see frequently asked questions about digital Math Cut Ups.
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Frequently Asked Questions
•

I would like to know more about your digital activities.
o

•

I previously purchased one of your Math Cut Ups activities. How can I get the digital version?
o

•

School or district leaders may purchase digital only versions of Math Cut Ups activities provided the
purchase includes licenses for all teachers in the grade level that will be utilizing the activity. This
ensures that copyright provisions are preserved. The cost is $4.00 per activity per teacher with some
discounts available based on past purchases. Licenses for each activity are perpetual and can be
transferred within the school or district as long as licenses are sufficient for the need.

If a school or district wants to purchase digital licenses now, will there be discounts on print later
since the print also includes the digital?
o

•

Currently I am only offering the digital version to teachers as an individual with a print purchase (or the
printable on TpT). This is mostly because as you work with your learners over time, you will want to
lead them in both hands-on and e-learning activities in the future so having the print (or printable) with
the digital will allow you to create truly engaging learning for your students without having to make a
future print purchase later, when we are finally past this pandemic time period.

I’m a school or district leader and I would like to purchase some digital activities without print for my
teachers. What is the cost?
o

•

Digital versions have been created and added to Math Cut Ups print packages since April 2020 in an
attempt to serve teachers and students and also to support my small business. Please understand
that I need to charge for these in order to stay in business as this is how I have been able to continue
to pivot throughout the pandemic with no print sales. If you own a copy of an activity already, you can
purchase a new print version. Or for a lesser cost purchase the version provided on Teachers Pay
Teachers. These often are under $5 and will provide you with not only the digital add on, but also print
masters should you need to replace any lost or damaged parts to a previously purchased set.

I’m a teacher and I would like to buy just a digital version of an activity and not the print.
o

•

Math Cut Ups digital versions were created in an attempt to respond to teacher and student learning
needs during the pandemic crisis. With an increased need to serve remote learning students, the
digital versions using Google applications support most needs and offer a way to have a semi-hands
on experience, even virtually. Moving forward the digital and print materials can be used in tandem to
enhance mathematics learning experiences for students.

YES! If a school or district purchases licenses for all teachers for one or more Math Cut Ups activities,
those activities desired for a print purchase between now and June 1, 2023 will be discounted by
25%. This discount on print materials will apply only up to the equal number of digital licenses
purchased and purchases may be split between campuses or district as needed.

Why are the digital versions not available if I purchase a sampler for my grade level?
o

o

Sampler packages contain one single station of many activities across the grade level to allow for
them to be used as part of routine instruction, intervention, review, etc. Because these samplers do
not contain the whole activity in many cases, just parts of them, they are not comparable to
purchasing the full activity as a stand alone. The digital versions do contain the complete activity with
all of its parts and would be difficult to break down in to the sampler content and re-create as one
sampler set in a Google application, especially since some of the activities use different applications.
If you are interested in full versions of all activities that include digital too, I do offer a print+digital
course bundle for every grade level. These are also offered as printable Mega Bundles on TpT.
Have a question? Email Kelli at integralmathematics@gmail.com.
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